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Simplicial approximation and low-rank trees

Henri Gillet1, Peter B. Shalen2 and Richard K. Skora3

Introduction

In [GS] a structure theorem is proved for certain group actions on A -trees,
where A is a subgroup of M. When A has Q-rank 1, the theorem applies to an
arbitrary action of a group F on a /1-tree; it also applies when the Q-rank is 2,

provided that the action satisfies an &quot;Ascending Chain Condition&quot; [GS, 6.1] for
segment stabilizers. The ascending chain condition holds if the action is free, and it
holds in the especially important case where the action is small and the small

subgroups of F are ail finitely generated. (A group is small if it has no rank-2 free

subgroup; an action on a tree is small if the stabilizers of non-degenerate segments
are ail small.)

It is shown in [GS] that by applying the structure theorem one can largely solve,
in the case of Q-rank &lt; 2, the problems about actions on A -trees (A ^ R) raised in
[Sh] and motivated by questions about degeneration of hyperbolic structures or by
Lyndon&apos;s conjecture.

There are two questions that are not addressed in [GS] but are closely related
to the questions answered there. An action without inversions of a finitely generated

group F on a /t-tree T defines a (translation) length function £ on F taking
non-negative values va A. It is an open problem whether the given action can always
be &quot;simplicially approximated&quot;, in the sensé that there is a séquence (Oi^o of
length fonctions defined by actions of F on Z-trees, and a séquence (/Ol2&gt;o °f
positive integers, such that lim^^ £l(y)/nl £{y) for every y g T. (In the language
of [MS] or [CM] this says that the projectivized length function defined by the given
action is in the closure of the set of projectivized length fonctions defined by
simplicial actions.) A second question arises in the case that the given action is

small: can one take the approximating length fonctions £l to be defined by small

simplicial actions?
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The main resuit of this paper, Theorem 5.1, gives affirmative answers to thèse

questions when F is finitely presented and A has Q-rank at most 2, assuming, in the
rank-2 case, that the action satisfies the ascending chain condition. In particular,
Theorem 5.1 implies (Corollary 5.2) that the second question has an affirmative
answer if A has Q-rank at most 2 and the small subgroups of A are finitely
generated. We also observe (Theorem 5.3) that the results remain true if F is

assumed to be finitely generated, rather than finitely presented, but the given action
is assumed to be free.

Of course the proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 rely heavily on the structure
theorem of [GS]. On the other hand, Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 can be interpreted
(via the Bass-Serre theory [Se]) as partial refinements of Theorems A, C
and D of the introduction to [GS]. Likewise, Theorem B of the introduction to
[GS] can easily be derived from Theorem 5.1 and the fact (see [FLP]) that the

projective measured foliation space of a surface is compact. (Using a very différent

method, Skora has recently generalized Theorem B of [GS] to ail subgroups of
R.)

The starting point for the proof of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 is the observation that
the structure theorem of [GS] allows one to approximate arbitrary actions satisfying
the hypothèses of the theorem by actions which are &quot;géométrie&quot; in the sensé that
they arise from actions on measured foliated singular surfaces. We prove a gênerai
resuit (Theorem 1.3) which applies in ail Q-ranks and allows one to approximate
géométrie actions by simplicial ones. This resuit is a refinement of Thurston&apos;s

theorem that measured foliations of surfaces admit rational approximations. Theorem

1.3 seems to be of independent interest; it could play a rôle in generalizing
Theorem 5.1 to the higher-rank case.

Section 1 contains some preliminary définitions and the statement of Theorem
1.3. The proof of the theorem is divided into a &quot;soft&quot; step, done in Section 3, and

a &quot;hard&quot; step which occupies Section 4. The soft step is analogous to the

observation that a measured foliation can be rationally approximated in terms of
train-track coordinates; the hard step involves showing that convergence of generalized

train track coordinates actually implies convergence of length functions. To

prove that our approximation procédure préserves &quot;smallness&quot;, we need a simple
characterization of small géométrie actions which is established in Section 2. In
Section 5 we combine Theorem 1.3 with the results of [GS] to prove Theorems 5.1

and 5.3.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the paper [GS], to which the présent

paper is a sequel. We hâve given spécifie références to [GS] wherever appropriate,
but hâve included relatively little explicit review. In the very few places where we

départ from the terminology of the earlier paper we hâve been careful to explain the

différences.
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1. Simplicîal approximation of géométrie length functions: the statement

1.1. In the following discussion, A will dénote a subgroup of R, and F will
dénote an arbitrary group.

Suppose that we are given a 1-connected singular surface I (see [GS, 5.1]) and

an action p of F on I by simplicial automorphisms. Let ju be a /l-foliation [GS,
5.21] of I which is invariant under the action p. Then (£, /x9 F, p) is by définition
a 1-connected /1-foliated singular surface with simplicial symmetry. Suppose in
addition that (£, /*, F, p) is uniform in the sensé that I is finite mod F [GS, 3.2 and

5.25]. Recall from [GS, 5.28] that (S, /i, F, p) has a well-defmed leaf space (T, F, p)
which is a /1-tree with symmetry; by définition this means that T is a /1-tree and
that p is an action of F on T.

We shall say that an action p of F on a yl-tree is géométrie if there exist a

1-connected singular surface I, an action p of T by simplicial automorphisms such

that I is finite mod F, and an invariant A -foliation \i of I, such that (T, F, p) is

isomorphic to the leaf space of (E, ju, F, p).
As in [GS] we say that a group is small if it has no free subgroup of rank 2.

Following the terminology of [CM], we shall say that an action of a group F on a

yl-tree is small if the stabilizer of every non-degenerate segment of T is a small

subgroup of F.

1.2. A non-negative-valued function £ : F -&gt;A will be called a A -length fonction
if it is the length function [GS, 1.16] determined by some action without inversions

of F on a /1-tree. Note that a A -length function is in particular a non-negative
real-valued function on F. It follows from [AB, 6.15-6.16] that a A -length function
is in fact an IR-length function. On the other hand, it follows from [AB, Theorem

7.13(c)] that an [R-length function that takes values in A is a ^/l-length function. An
IR-length function will often be called simply a length function.

A A -length function will be termed géométrie (or small) if it is the length
function determined by some géométrie (or, respectively, small) action of F on a

/1-tree.

It follows from [CM, Theorem 3.7] that if £ is a small length function on a

group T, then any action of F on a /1-tree which détermines the length function £

is a small action. In particular, a length function is small and géométrie if and only
if it is determined by some small géométrie action on a /1-tree.

1.3. The proof of the following theorem occupies the next three sections.

THEOREM. Let £ be a géométrie U-length function on a group F. Then there

exist a séquence (£x of géométrie Z-length functions on F and a séquence (nt of
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positive integers, such that lim^^ (/,(g)/w,) /(g) for every g e F. Furthermore, if
the géométrie U-length function / is small then the géométrie Z-length functions tt
may be taken to be small as well.

In Section 3 we introduce the basic machinery used in the proof of Theorem 1.3,

and reduce the proof to a technical resuit - Proposition 3.12 - which is proved in
Section 4. The proof of the last sentence of Theorem 1.3 will involve a characteri-
zation of small géométrie actions which is proved in Section 2.

2. À characterization of small géométrie actions

In this section we establish a simple criterion for a géométrie action of a group
on an R-tree, defined by a given action on an IR-foliated singular surface, to be

small. The condition does not dépend on the foliation, but only on the underlying
action of the group on the singular surface.

2.1. PROPOSITION. Let (I, \x, T, p) be a uniform l-connected U-foliated
singular surface with simplicial symmetry. Let (T, F9 p) dénote the leaf space of
(I, \i, F, p). Then the géométrie action p of F on the R-tree T is small if and only if
for every \-simplex x of I, the stabilizer Fx is a small subgroup of F.

2.2. In order to establish Proposition 2.1 in complète generality, without a

countability assumption, we need the following lemma. Recall from [GS, 5.19] that

if (T9F,p) dénotes the leaf space of a uniform l-connected IR-foliated singular
surface with simplicial symmetry (Z, \x, F, p), then there is a natural T-equivariant
map Xfj, of £ onto T.

LEMMA. Let (Z, [à, F, p) be a uniform l-connected U-foliated singular surface
with simplicial symmetry. Let (T, T, p) dénote the leaf space of (Z, n, F, p). Then

every non-degenerate segement in T contains a point z such that the leaf L =x^x{z)
contains no vertex of I.

Proof Set x X»&gt; Let [x, y] be any non-degenerate segment in T. Let a and b be

points of I such that x(a):=zX and x(b) =7- It follows from [GS, 5.25, 5.17 and

5.20] that there is a topological arc A joining a to b in I such that x | ^ is a

monotone map of A onto [x, y]. Since A is a non-degenerate arc it must hâve a

sub-arc Ao which contains no vertices. Thus Ao is contained in some global branch

[GS, 5.3] of I&quot;, say J*. Since M is either a surface with points at infinity or a closed

1-simplex [GS, 5.3], it contains only countably many vertices. Hence there is a point
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z e Ao such that x~l(z) contains no vertex of $ But the définition of x imphes that

/ x(z) îs a leaf of jj. and îs therefore a connected set Since the topological frontier
of &amp; consists of vertices ît follows that x

&quot; l(z) &lt;= $ Hence x~l(z) contains no vertex
of I

Proof of Proposition 2 1 Set x *„ £ -? 71 It follows from [GS, 5 19] that if t
is any 1-simplex of I then /(t) is a non-degenerate segment of T By equivanance
we hâve FT c rz(t) Thus if p is a small action, rz(T) is a small subgroup of F, and
hence so is Fx

Now suppose that the stabihzer of every 1-simplex of E is a small subgroup of
T We must show that p is a small action, thus if [x, &gt;&gt;] is any non-degenerate

segment m T, we must show that F[x y] is small

By Lemma 2 2, there is a point z e [x9y] such that the leaf L x~l(z) contains
no vertex of E Thus for every 2-simplex a of Z1, the set L n a either is empty or is

a hne segment in a whose end points are interior to the edges of a
Recall from [GS, 5 1] that in the smgular surface E, the valence of each

1-simplex t, î e the number of 2-simphces incident to t, is either 0 or 2 Hence L
either is a point in the interior of a valence-0 1-simplex of E, or is homeomorphic
to (R, and in the latter case, L has an mduced triangulation in which the 1-simphces

are the non-empty intersections of L with 2-simphces of I
In the stabihzer F[x y] there is a subgroup G of index at most 2 which fixes [jc, y]

pointwise In particular, G fixes z and hence leaves L invariant In the case where

L is homeomorphic to R, G acts simplicially on L with respect to îts induced

triangulation Since the full group of simphcial homeomorphisms of a triangulation
of R is isomorphic to the infinité dihedral group D^, ît follows that in this case G

has a normal subgroup TV which acts tnvially on L, and such that G/N is

isomorphic to a subgroup of D^ Now if a is any 2-simplex intersecting L, the

group N fixes (pointwise) the set crnL, since the latter set is a hne segment

contaimng no vertex of a ît follows that N fixes a In particular, N is contamed in
the stabihzer of a 1-simplex of I and is therefore small Since G/N is a subgroup of
D^ and G has index at most 2 in F[xy], ît follows that F[xy] is small in this case

In the case that L is an interior point of a 1-simplex t of I&quot;, the group G

stabihzes t and is therefore small Again, since G has index at most 2 m F[xy]9 ît
follows that F[x y] is small

3. The space of length Systems

In this section, I will dénote a 1-connected smgular surface As m [GS,
Section 7], we shall study measured foliations on I m terms of length Systems
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3.1. Let fi be a measured foliation of E. According to the définitions given in
[GS, Section 5], the underlying foliation of fi induces a standard £-prong décomposition

of P for some k ^ 2. We shall call k the order of /? with respect to fi. We
shall say that fi is strictly non-degenerate if every non-compact local branch of E
has infinité order with respect to fi. It is clear that if fx is invariant under a group
F of simplicial automorphisms of E, and E is finite mod F, then fi is strictly
non-degenerate.

Suppose that the measured foliation fi is tame in the sensé of [GS, Section 5]:
that is, no simplex is contained in a leaf, and the induced décomposition of every
2-simplex à of E is a parallel family of open line segments in ô. (In particular, ail
singularises of a tame foliation must occur at vertices.) Then we can define a

positive-valued function X on the set of 1-simplices of E by defining X(z) to be the

measure fi(x). It follows from the définitions that A is a length System in the sensé

of [GS, 7.1-7.2]. (This means that the edges of each 2-simplex ô can be labeled t,
t&apos; and t&quot; in such a way that X{x) X(x&apos;) + X{x&quot;). The edge t is called the long edge

of à.) The order of any local branch /? of E with respect to fi is equal to its order
with respect to the length System &lt;f in the sensé of [GS, 7.2], i.e. the number of
2-simplices ô a /? such that v is not incident to the distinguished edge of ô. In
particular, if fi is strictly non-degenerate then X is non-degenerate in the sensé of
[GS, 7.2] - that is, every 2-dimensional branch of E has order ^ 2 with respect to
A, and every non-compact 2-dimensional branch has infinité order.

Moreover, it follows from [GS, 7.3] that this construction defines a bijective
correspondence between tame measured foliations of E and non-degenerate length
Systems. If A is a non-degenerate length System we shall dénote the corresponding
measured foliation by fix.

3.2. It will be useful to extract combinatorial information from a length System.
We define a. ferroviary structure on E to be a function that assigns to each 2-simplex

(xofla 1-simplex t &lt; a, called the distinguished edge of t. Each length System on
E has an underlying ferroviary structure in which the distinguished edge of each

2-simplex is its long edge. (The underlying ferroviary structure of the length System

corresponding to a given tame measured lamination is similar to a train track
carrying a given measured lamination in Thurston&apos;s theory.) If a group F acts on
E by automorphisms, and if / is a F-invariant length System, then the underlying
ferroviary structure of t is also F-invariant; that is, if a is a 2-simplex of E with
distinguished edge t, then y t is the distinguished edge of y • a for any y e F.

Non-degeneracy of a length System can be detected from its underlying
ferroviary structure. If 0 is a ferroviary structure on E, and /? is a 2-dimensional local
branch [GS, 5.2] of E at a vertex v of E\ we define the order of p with respect to
0 to be the number of 2-simplices ô c /? such that v is not incident to the
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distinguished edge of ô. We shall say that 9 is non-degenerate if for every vertex v

of E, every 2-dimensional local branch at v has order ^ 2, and every non-compact
2-dimensional local branch has infinité order. Thus when 9 is the underlying
ferroviary structure of a length System t, the order of /? with respect to 9 is equal
to its order with respect to *f. In particular, a length System is non-degenerate if and

only if its underlying ferroviary structure is non-degenerate.

3.3. We shall see that the set of ail length Systems on E which hâve a given
underlying ferroviary structure can be regarded in a useful way as a subset of a

vector space. (This is similar to Thurston&apos;s parametrization of measured lamina-
tions by solutions of track équations.)

Suppose that we are given a singular surface E with a ferroviary structure 9. We
let °ll dénote the set of ail 1-simplices of E, and we consider the vector space M® of
ail real-valued functions on °U.

Let a be any 2-simplex of E. Let t dénote the distinguished edge of a, and let
t&apos; and t&quot; dénote its other two edges. Then

is a linear subspace of IR^.

We set V{9) — V f]a Va, where a ranges over ail 2-simplices of E. Then V is

a linear subspace of M® which we call the length space associated to the given
ferroviary structure on E. We let C C(9) dénote the positive cône in K, i.e. the set

of ail k e V which are (strictly) positive-valued functions on °U. According to the

définitions, C is precisely the set of ail length Systems on I whose underlying
ferroviary structure is 9.

3.4. Now suppose that a group F acts on I by automorphisms in such a way
that I is finite mod F and 9 is T-invariant. The action of F on I induces a linear
action on M® given by (g • à)(t) k(g~l • t); the subspace V is T-invariant. The
éléments of V (or IR^) which are fixed by the action of F form a linear subspace Vr
(respectively, Uf The set Cr Cr(9) CnVr consists of ail T-invariant length
Systems on I with underlying ferroviary structure 9.

3.5. For the rest of this section we assume that 9 is non-degenerate. Let A be a

point in Cr. Since 9 is non-degenerate, A is a non-degenerate, F-invariant length
function; hence \ik is a tame, F-invariant measured foliation on E. Thus we hâve a

1-connected IR-foliated singular surface with simplicial symmetry (E, fiÀi F, p),
where p dénotes the given action of F on E. Since E is finite modulo the simplicial
action of F, it follows from 1.1 that (E,nÀ,F,p) has a well-defined leaf space
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(Tk,F9 pk), where Tk is an [R-tree and pk is a géométrie action of F on Tk. The

géométrie length function defined by this section will be denoted t\.

3.6. If k g Cr has its coordinates in a given subgroup A of R, then (Z, juA, F, p)
is obviously a yl-foliated singular surface with simplicial symmetry [GS, 5.21].
This implies that £x is a /t-length function. (Indeed, according to [GS, 5.28] we

may regard the leaf space (TÀ, F, pk) as the completion of a canonically defined

yl-pre-tree with symmetry (T°kiF,p% the pre-leaf space of (Z9 fik,F, p). The
A -completion of (T°k, F, p°k) is a /l-tree with symmetry whose R-completion is again
(Tk9 F, pk); by [GS, 1.18], the length function defined by this /1-tree with symmetry
is tk.)

3.7. For any k e Cr and any positive real number a, we hâve nak &lt;xfik ; hence

raA is the R-tree which has the same underlying set as Tk and in which the metric
is obtained by multiplying the metric of Tk by a. It follows that fak a/A.

3.8. Since Z is finite mod F, the vector space Uf is finite-dimensional; in fact,
Uf is canonically identified with M®/r. An élément k of Uf is identified with the

point 0O^e^/r of R^/r, where xa is the value of k on the orbit a e%/F.
Note that Vr is a linear subspace of Uf. As finite-dimensional real vector spaces,

Rf and Kr hâve natural topologies. The positive cône Cr is an open subset of Vr.

3.9. It follows from Proposition 2.1 that for a given k e Cr, the action pA is

small if and only if for every 1-simplex t of Z, the stabilizer TT is a small subgroup
of T. In particular, the condition that pk be small does not dépend on the choice of
the point k e Cr but only on the action of F on Z. We record this as a

PROPOSITION. Ifpk is a small action for some k eCr, then px is a small action

for every k e Cr.

(Of course Proposition 2.1 actually shows more than this: it shows that the

condition that pk be small is not only independent of the point k e Cr but is

independent of the underlying ferroviary structure 6.)

3.10. An élément k of Rf will be called rational if we hâve k{x) e Q for every

t € %. Equivalently, k e R*/r is rational if and only if it has rational coordinates. A
subspace of R* will be called rational if it is spanned by its rational éléments, or
equivalently if it can be defined by équations with rational coefficients in the

coordinates of R*/r. Note that any rational subspace has a dense subset consisting
of rational éléments.
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3.11. The subspace Vr of Uf is rational. Indeed, if a,,..., ak is a complète set

of orbit représentatives for the action of F on the set of 2-simplices of £, and if for
each i we dénote by ot the orbit of the distinguished edge of on and by o\ and o&quot;

the orbits of the other two edges, then Vr is defîned by the équations

in the coordinates of

3.12. For any point A e Cr we shall let Wx Wx{0) dénote the intersection of
ail rational subspaces of Uf containing A. Clearly Wx is a rational subspace of Uf,
and by 3.11 we hâve WxaVr, Hence WxnC cCr.

3.13. The following resuit will be proved in Section 4.

PROPOSITION. Let A^ be any élément of C, Let (A,)li0 be a séquence in

Wx^c\C which converges to A^ in the topology of Uf. Then for any g € F the

séquence (fX[(g)) converges to ^x^is) in R-

It is not obvious to us whether the conclusion remains true when (A,) is an

arbitrary séquence in Cr which converges to A^; that is, whether the assignment
k -*£x(g) is continuous for every g € F. The assumption that the A, lie in WÀao is

used in the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 4.5 below, on which the proof of
Proposition 3.13 dépends.

Proof that Proposition 3.13 implies Theorem 1.3. Let £ be the length function
defined by a géométrie action p of a group F on a tree T. Then we may identify
(!F, F, p) with the leaf space of (£, //, T, p), where E is a 1-connected singular
surface which is finite modulo a simplicial action p of F, and fi is a tame
r-invariant measured foliation \i on T. As we observed in 3.1, jx must be strictly
non-degenerate since I is finite modulo F.

We let % dénote the set of 2-simplices of I.
According to 3.1, \i is defined by some non-degenerate length System A on I,

Since /i is F -invariant, so is A. Let 6 dénote the underlying ferroviary structure of
A. Since A is non-degenerate, 0 is a non-degenerate ferroviary structure. We regard
A as an élément of Cr(0). By the above remarks, WÀ(9) is a rational subspace of
Rf and thus has a dense subset consisting of rational points. Furthermore, A

belongs to the open subset Wx{6) n C(9) of Wx(6). Hence there is a séquence (A,),^ 0

of rational points of Wx(0)nC(0) converging to A. The Xt9 regarded as points of
r, hâve rational coordinates. Hence we may write A, X&apos;Jnt, where the nt are
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positive integers and the X\ are points with integer coordinates in M®/r. Clearly

Set /, /; - for each /. By 3.6, £t is a géométrie Z-length function. By 3.7 we hâve

i =^À,(g)&apos; Proposition 3.13 implies that

for every g e F.

If / is a small géométrie length function, then we may take the géométrie action

p; to be small. It then follows from Proposition 3.9 that the pki are small as well.
Hence the géométrie length functions /, are small.

4. Comparing two notions of approximation

In this section we prove Proposition 3.13, which was shown in the last section

to imply Theorem 1.3. Proposition 3.13 generalizes a resuit of Thurston&apos;s about
rational approximation of measured foliations of surfaces; our proof is based

largely on Thurston&apos;s techniques.
We are given a singular surface I and a fixed non-degenerate ferroviary

structure 6. We use the notation of Section 3.

4.1. In the course of the proof we shall need to consider paths in I. We shall

use slightly différent conventions from those of [GS]. Hère we define a path in £ to
be a continuous map of an arbitrary compact interval in U into I; in particular, the

domain interval may consist of a single point, in which case the path is said to be

trivial. A path is said to be constant if its image is a single point, and is called an

arc if it is a 1-1 map; thus a trivial path is at once a constant path and an arc.
An (affine) re-parameterization of a path y \ [a, b] -» I is a path of the form y oh

where h is an orientation-preserving (affine) homeomorphism of some compact
interval onto [a, b]. An initial sub-path of y is the restriction of y to an interval [a, c]

where a^c &lt;*b.

A path 7 : [a, b] -* E is called a composition of paths y,,..., yn if there exist

points a %,..., an 6, such that y \ [an b,] is an affine re-parametrization of yt

for /= 1,...,«. In this case, we write (ambiguously) y yx • • • * yn.

4.2. An affine path in a simplex a of I will be called proper if it is non-constant
and has its endpoints in the boundary of a. By an admissible path we shall mean a

pieeewise-linear path in I of the form y e, * • • • * ew, where each e, is a proper
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affine path in a maximal simplex g, of I. (To say that g, is maximal means that it
is not a face of a higher-dimensional simplex. Thus it is either a 2-simplex or a

valence-0 1-simplex.) If we set Po eo(0) and P, 8,(1) for i 1,.. n9 then Pt lies

in an open simplex At of dimension ^ 1 for i 0,. n. Note that the séquences of
simplices (a,,.. O and (Ao,.. An) are uniquely determined by y. Two admissible

paths which détermine the same séquences {ox,. an) and (zl0,..., An) will
be termed combinatorially équivalent.

Note that any admissible path y is a piecewise-monotonic path in the sensé of
[GS, 5.9] with respect to any tame measured foliation \x of I. In particular y has a

well-defined //-measure pi(y).

4.3. LEMMA. Let y be an admissible path in I. Then the real-valued function
X -* \x/ (y) is continuous on Cr.

Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma in the case where y is a proper affine path
in a maximal simplex g of I. The assertion is trivial if g is a 1-simplex of valence

0; thus we assume that a is a 2-simplex. Let i dénote the distinguished edge of &lt;r,

and let t&apos; and t&quot; dénote its other edges. Let v, v&apos; and v&quot; dénote the vertices of g
opposite t, t&apos; and t&quot; respectively. For any X e C, let/; : g -+ M be an affine map (cf.
[GS, 7.1]) which maps v, v&apos; and v&quot; to A(t&apos;), X(x) and 0, respectively. If P and Q
dénote the initial and terminal points of y, then there are linear functions

0, \j/ : Vr - R such that f\P) &lt;t&gt;{X) and f\Q) i//(X), for ail X e Cr. Hence for

any X e Cr we hâve /^(y) |0(A) — ty(X)\. This establishes the lemma.

4.4. If A is a point of Cr and if x and y are two points of a closed 1-simplex t
of I1, we define the X-distance between x and j&gt;, denoted dk(x, y), to be their distance

in the affine metric of length X(t) on t. Equivalently, dk{x, y) is the jUA-measure of
the sub-segment of t with endpoints x and y.

4.5. As in Section 3, we identify Uf with (R^/r. A linear real-valued function on

Uf will be said to be defined over Z if it is a Z-linear combination of the coordinate
functions on

LEMMA. Let X^ be any élément of Cr. Let y be an admissible path in a leafof
fiXaD such that y(0) is a vertex ofl. Then there is a neighborhood U of X^ in WXaonC,
such that for every X e U, there is an admissible path yx which lies in a leaf of fix

and is combinatorially équivalent to y; and yk is unique modulo re-parametrization.
Furthermore, ify(l) lies in the interior of a l-simplex x ofl, and if v is an endpoint

of t, then there is a linear function co : U®/r -? U defined over Z, such that for every
X et/ the X-distancefrom yx(\) to v (along t) is co(X).
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Proof. If the leaf carrying y is a point, the assertion is trivial; thus we assume
that this is not the case. We may therefore write y ex * • • • * en, where each e, is

a proper affine path in a 2-simplex ot of I. We argue by induction on n\ if n 0

then y is a trivial path and the assertion is trivial. Now suppose that n &gt; 0 and set
y&apos; e, * • • • * ew_ We assume that there is an open neighborhood U&apos; of k^ in

WkœnC, such that for every k g U&apos;, there is a unique admissible path y^ which
lies in a leaf of \ik and is combinatorially équivalent to y&apos;. Furthermore, if
y&apos;(l) lies in the interior of a 1-simplex of I, we let t&apos; dénote this 1-simplex;
and in this case we assume that for each endpoint v&apos; of t&apos;, there is a linear
function û)&apos;:R*/r-+R defined over Z, such that dk{yfk{\),vf)—œ\k) for every
k eU&apos;.

We may write y =y&apos; * e9 where e en. We set P y( 1) e( 1) and P&apos; y&apos;( 1)

e(0). We also set a an. Thus P and P&apos; are boundary points of a, and e is the affine

path in a joining Pf to P.

Let us first consider the case where P&apos; is a vertex of Z. Let t dénote the edge

of a opposite to P&apos;. Since e is contained in a leaf of juAqo, the point P must lie in
the interior of t, and t must be the distinguished edge of a in the ferroviary
structure 0.

Let k g CT be given. Since P&apos; is a vertex and yk is combinatorially équivalent to
y&apos;, we hâve yUl) P&apos;- There is a unique affine path ek which is contained in a leaf
of fiÀ and joins P&apos; to a point of t. Hence yA yx * ek is (modulo re-parametrization)
the unique admissible path which lies in a leaf of \ik and is combinatorially
équivalent to y. If xx dénotes the edge of g joining Pr to a given vertex V of t, then
the A-distance from v to yA(l) eA(l) is A(t,). Hence in this case we can complète
the induction by defining U U&apos; and co(k) A(t,).

Next consider the case that P&apos; is an interior point of an edge t&apos; of a, and that
P is an interior point of another edge of a, say t. Since s is carried by a leaf of z^,
either t or t&apos; must be the distinguished edge of a in the ferroviary structure 8. We
dénote by vf the common endpoint of t and t&apos;. The induction hypothesis gives a

linear function co&apos;: R^-^IR defined over Z, such that &lt;/A(y^(l), vf) =&lt;o&apos;(k) for

every A € U&apos;.

For any A g £/&apos;, consider the point P^ yKl)- There is a unique affine path eA

which is contained in a leaf of juA and joins PÀ to another boundary point Pk of cr.

If t is the distinguished edge of a then Pk is an interior point of t for any k g 1/&apos;;

in this subcase we set t/&apos; U, If t&apos; is the distinguished edge of t then Pk will be an
interior point of t if and only if k(r) &gt;a)&apos;(k). The points k e U&apos; for which this

inequality holds form an open set U in Wk nC, and we hâve kœ€ U since P is an

interior point of t. It is clear in both sub-cases that for any k eU, the path

yA =s y^ gA is (modulo re-parametrization) the unique admissible path which lies in

a leaf of pik and is combinatorially équivalent to y.
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To complète the induction in this case we must show that for any vertex v of t,
there is a linear function co : R^/r-&gt;[R, defined over Z, such that the X -distance
from Pl y/(\) to v is equal to a&gt;(X) for every XeU&apos;. We clearly hâve

d,{PK, v&apos;) dÀ(PÀ, v&apos;) =zco&apos;(À); and if v&quot; is the other endpoint of t, we hâve

d/(P^v&quot;)=X(x)-dx(P/À9v/)=X(T)-œ/(X). Thus we need only set eo=a/ if
v v\ and define co by œ(X) A(t) — co&apos; if v t/&apos;. (The latter function is defined

over Z since X{x) is one of the coordinate functions on M®fr.)

Finally we consider the case that P&apos; is an interior point of an edge %&apos; of (T, and

that P is the vertex of a opposite t&apos;. We fix a vertex 1/ of t7, and dénote by xx the

edge joming P to v&apos;. Again the induction hypothesis gives a hnear function
œ&apos; : (R^/r-&gt; (R, defined over Z, such that dx(y\(l), v&apos;) œ&apos;(X) for every A e £/&apos;. Since

the path e is carried by a leaf of /xAoo, the 1-simplex t&apos; must be the distinguished
edge of a, and we hâve Aœ(Ti) &lt;/(/&gt;&apos;, y&apos;) co&apos;(^ao)-

Thus Aoo is in the kernel of the linear map &lt;/&gt; : U®lr -+ R given by $(A)
co&apos;(^) — A(t! Since œ&apos; is defined over Z, so is c/&gt;; hence N Vrnker 0 is a rational
subspace of Vr. It therefore follows from the définition of Wk^ that WÀgo cz N, i.e.

that cf&gt; vanishes identically on WXoo. This means that for any XeU&apos; we hâve

A(t,) =a/(/l) =d(P&apos;/9v&apos;). This implies that there is a unique affine path eA in a
which joins P^ to P and is contained in a leaf of /ja. Hence yx yA * e^ is the unique
admissible path which is combinatorially équivalent to y and is contained in a leaf
of [i,. Thus we can complète the induction m this case by setting U U&apos;.

4.6. ADDENDUM TO LEMMA 4.5. If the admissible path y is an arc, then

the neighborhood U of X^ can be chosen so that for every X^U the path yk is an

arc.

Proof If U is the neighborhood of X^ given by 4.5, we must show that Xœ has

a neighborhood Uf aJJ such that y} is an arc for every X g U&apos;.

It is clear that an admissible path which is not an arc must hâve two distinct
admissible initial sub-paths with the same terminal point. Hence for any X e U the

path y/ is an arc unless it has two admissible initiai sub-paths y&apos;x and y2,

combinatorially équivalent to distinct sub-paths y&apos; and y&quot; of y, with y\(\) y2C 1)-

Since y has only finitely many admissible sub-paths, it is enough to show that for
any given sub-paths y&apos; and y&quot; oîy there is a neighborhood V Vy y&gt; c U of X^ such

The hypothesis that y is an arc guarantees that y\\) #?&quot;(&apos;)• Hence if either
y&apos;O) or y&quot;(l) is a vertex of Z, the combinatorial équivalence of yÀ9 y&apos;[ with y&apos;, y&quot;

guarantees that ^(1)^7/(1). The same argument applies if yr( 1) and y&quot;(l) lie in
distinct open 1-simplices of I. Hence we may assume that y&apos;(\) and y&quot;(\) are

interior to the same 1-simplex t. We fix a vertex v of t.
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It follows from Lemma 4.5 that there exist a neighborhood Vo c U of À^ and
linear functions œ\ œ&quot; :Uf -+M defined over Z, such that d;(yk(l), v) œ\X) and

dÀ(yl(l% v) œ&quot;{X) for every À e Vo. Since y&apos;(l) #y&quot;(l) we hâve co&apos;(^oo) # a/&apos;O^).

Hence for ail A in some neighborhood V c Fo of A^ we hâve co&apos;(^) # io&apos;\X) and hence

4.7. LEMMA. Lef A^ èe an élément ofCr. Lef (A, )l&gt;obe a séquence in WÀoonC
which converges to À^ in the topology of Uf. Let y^ be an admissible path in I which

has its endpoints at vertices ofZ and is quasi-transverse [GS, 5.15] to fxk^. Then there

exist an integer i0 ^ 0 and a séquence (y,), ^ |Q of admissible paths which are combina-

torially équivalent to y^, such that yt is quasi-transverse to \ixtfor each i ^ /0, and

lim ^&lt;(yi)=^oo();oo).

Proof According to the définition [GS, 5.15] of a quasi-transverse path, we may
write y in the form y(1) * • • • * y(n), where each y(7) is either a strictly monotonie path
or an arc in a leaf, and for each j &lt; n there exist a final sub-path ao) of yU) and an

initial sub-path pu) of yu+1) such that one of the following alternatives holds:

(i) |aO)| and \PU)\ lie in distinct local branches at yu\l)&apos;, or
(ii) there is a standard neighborhood Z of yo)(l) in a 2-dimensional local

branch of I such that
(a) |aO)| and |j8o)| are interior to différent sectors of Z, or
(b) one of the |aO)| and | j8o)| lies in a prong of Z and the other is interior

to a sector not containing that prong.
(Note in particular that when yO)(l) is not a vertex, Z has exactly two sectors and

(a) always holds.)
We shall dénote by Jx (respectively J2) the set of ail indices y such that yU) is an

arc in a leaf (respectively, a strictly monotonie path). Since y is admissible, we may
take ail the yo) to be admissible, and for y&apos; 1,..., n we may take aO) and /?O) to
be proper affine paths in 2-simplices co0) and i//u) of I. Furthermore, we may take

aO)-p(j-i)-yU) for eachy€72.
It follows from Lemma 4.5 and its Addendum 4.6 that for ail sufficiently large

i, and for each j eJu there is an admissible arc y\J) which is combinatorially
équivalent to y(j) and is contained in a leaf of \ikr

For each j e J2 we set y(tJ) — yo). Note that for ail sufficiently large /, the path
yO) — yU) js strictly monotonie with respect to fiXr (Indeed, by Lemma 4.3 we hâve

lim^oo /iA|(yo)) /i;i(yO)) ¥^ 0, and hence yo) is not contained in a leaf of \iki when

i is large; since yO) is a proper affine path in a 2-simplex, this means that it is strictly
monotonie.)

Lemma 4.3 also implies that lim^^ \ik (yp}) \kk (y^) for j 1,..., n.
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We set y, y(,l) * • • • * y&lt;&quot;&gt; for large i. Then lim,.^ ^(y,) fi^iy^). Since the

y\J) are admissible and combinatorially équivalent to the yu\ it is clear that the yt

are admissible and combinatorially équivalent to y.

It remains to show yt is quasi-transverse when i is large. For this purpose we
consider an arbitrary index y &lt; n. For ail large / we let a\J) (respectively /?Jy)) dénote
the unique final (resp. initial) sub-path of yu) (resp. yiJ+ l)) which is a proper affine

path in œ(j) (resp. \j/iJ)). In order to show that yt is quasi-transverse (for large i), it
suffices to show that either (i) or (ii) holds with &lt;x\J) and P\J) in place of au) and
p{J). Since y\J) and yî7+1) are combinatorially équivalent to yiJ) and y(J+l\ it is

clear that if aO) and j8O) satisfy (i), then cc\j) and f$\J) also satisfiy (i) for ail / for
which they are defined.

Now suppose that a(7) and ftiJ) satisfy (ii), and let Z be a standard neighbor-
hood of v yO)(l) in a 2-dimensional local branch of I such that (a) or (b) holds.
Since y is admissible, we may take Z itself to be a local branch of I at the vertex

v; the link C of v in Z is a PL 1-manifold.

Suppose that (b) holds; then by symmetry we may assume that P |/?(/)| is a

prong of Z, and that |ao)| is interior to a sector not containing P. Thus we hâve

j e J2 and jr + 1 e J,. There exist distinct prongs P&apos; and P&quot;, meeting C in points B&apos;

and #&quot;, such that a(y)(0) and £ j3O)(l) lie in distinct components of C - {B\ B&quot;}.

(See figure.)

P&quot;

When i is large, Pt | P(/} | is the unique prong P, of the foliation \iXt at r which is

cqntained in the same 2-simplex as P, and B, #7)(1) is the point of intersection
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of Pt with C. An application of Lemma 4.5 to /?O) (or an easy direct argument)
shows that Bt converges to B (in the topology of the 1-manifold C) as i-*oo.

Similarly, for large / there is a unique prong P\ (resp. P&quot;) of the foliation /n^ at
v which is contained in the same 2-simplex as P&apos; (resp. P&quot;)\ this prong meets C in
a single point B\ (resp. B&quot;), and B\ (resp. B&quot;) converges to B&apos; (resp. B&quot;) as / -? oo.

Hence for large enough *, the points ap}(0) and B, /?îy)(l) lie in distinct compo-
nents of C - {B&apos;l9 B&quot;}. This means that (b) still holds if we replace aO) and j8O) by
a\J) and #A

A very similar argument shows that if aO) and fiiJ) satisfy (a) then a\J) and /?&lt;7)

also satisfy (a) for large i.

Proposition 3.13. For 0 ^ 1 ^ 00, set \it ji,f, let 7, dénote the leaf
space of ju,, J, the distance function in Tt, and %t the natural map from I to r,.
According to [GS, Theorem 5.20], the image under x, of the 0-skeleton of I is an
R-pre-tree T°t c r,. Let g e r be given. According to [GS, 1.16], we hâve Sœ(g)

min*^ &lt;/«,(*,£ •*). Let us fix a point x^ e 7^ such that ^(x^,^ •*£&gt;)

/oo(g). It follows from [MS, Theorem II.2.3] that the segments [g-1 -x^,*^],
[^^ * *U c ^00 intersect only at the point **,. Hence x^ e [g&quot;1 • x°œ9 g • x^],

Since x^eî^,, there is a vertex v of I&quot; such that Xoo(*&gt;) ^^o• F°r 0 &lt; &lt; 00 we
set Jc?=x.Wer?.

We claim that there is a path y^ from g ~l • t; to g - v, quasi-transverse to

fiœ, such that l^ool contains some vertex v&apos; in the leaf x^C*^) of fi^. Indeed,
according to [GS, Proposition 5.25], there exist a path r\_ from g&quot;1 • v to v, and a

path ?;+ from t? to g • v, which are quasi-transverse to n^. By [GS, 5.17], iy_ and ?7+

are parametrized arcs in T. It follows from [GS, 5.20] that x&lt;x&gt; maps \*l- \ and \r\+ \

monotonically onto [g&quot;1 - x0^, x0^] and [x^.g - x0^] respectively. Hence

|iy_|n|iy+| c^&apos;(^). Since rj_ and tj+ are quasi-transverse to /i^, it follows from
[GS, 5.16] that |rç_|n|rç+| is a (possibly degenerate) arc in Xœl(x°œ). If |^_|n|r;+|
is degenerate, we may set ycc rj_ * t\+ and v&apos; v; it follows from the définitions
that y^ is quasi-transverse. If |rç_|n|rç+| is non-degenerate, let v&apos; dénote the

endpoint ^t? of |rç_ | n |rç+1. It follows from quasi-transversality that either I has at
least two local branches at v\ or some local branch vf has order at least 3 with
respect to \x\ since fi is tame it follows that v is a vertex of I. Furthermore, if C—

dénotes the sub-arc of r\_ with endpoints g
~~x • v and v\ and Ç+ dénotes the sub-arc

of rf+ with endpoints vr and g • v, then it again follows from the définitions that

y^ £_ * £+ is quasi-transverse to fx^. This proves the claim.
Since v and v&apos; lie in the same leaf of /*&lt;», it follows from Lemma 4.5 that they

lie in the same leaf of ji, for ail sufficiently large 1. Thus #i(*O xXv) *?
is large.
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According to Lemma 4.7, there exist an integer i0 ^ 0, and a séquence of
admissible paths (y,)l2:i0 in T, such that yt is quasi-transverse to ju, and combinato-
rially équivalent to yœ, and

lim M/(7/)=Moo(7oo).

Since yt is combinatorially équivalent to yœ, it joins g&quot;1 • v to g • v and passes

through v&apos;. Since yt is quasi-transverse to /*,, it follows from [GS, 5.20] that yt is a

parametrized arc and that x, niaps \yt\ homeomorphically onto [g~l - x°,g - x®].
Hence x°t &amp;(i;&apos;) e [g~l • xf, g • x°] for large i.

This means that [g&quot;1 • x?,*?] n[x°,g • x?] {x?}. By [MS, proof of Lemma

II.2.4] this implies that either x° is fixed by g or [g&quot;1 • *?, *?] ufx^g • x?] is

contained in the axis [MS, II.2] of g; hence by [MS, Theorem II.2.3] we hâve

[g-1 • *?,g • *?] 2tt(g)- Using [GS, 5.19], we see that

2 lim /,(g) lim [g *
• x°,g • x?] lim ^(y,)

Z-+ OO I-+ 00 I-+ 00

^oo(7oo)=fe-l^°oo^^0oo]=2/oo(g). D

5. Simplicial approximation of length fonctions in low O-ranks

In this section we prove our main results, which allow one to obtain simplicial
approximations of certain length functions defined over subgroups of IR of Q-rank
at most 2.

5.1. THEOREM. Let i be a length function on a finitely présentée group F.

Suppose that / takes values in a subgroup A ofU whose Q-rank is at most 2. If A

has Q-rank 2, assume that S is defined by an action of F on an U-tree which satis-

fies the Ascending Chain Condition [GS, 6.1]. Then there exist a séquence (fk) of
géométrie Z-length functions on F and a séquence (nk) of positive integers such that
lim*-&gt;oo Wk(g)/nk) ^(g)for every g e F. Furthermore, ift is a small length function
then the Z-length functions ik may be taken to be small as well.

Proof Let us fix an action of F on an R-tree which defines the length function
t. According to [AB, Theorem 7.13(a)] or [CM, Proposition 3.1], we may assume

the action to be minimal in the sensé that no proper sub-tree is F-invariant. Since

£ takes values in A, it follows from [AB, Theorem 7.13(c)] that the tree on which

F acts is the real completion R7* of a A-tree T, and that the action of F on UT is

obtained by completing an action p of F on T. After possibly enlarging A we may
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assume A to be a Q-vector space; then F acts on T without inversions. By [AB,
6.15-6.16], / may be interprétée as the length function defined by the action p.

If A has Q-rank 2 then by hypothesis we may take the action of F on UT to
satisfy the ascending chain condition. It is then clear that the action p of F on T
also satisfies the ascending chain condition.

The yl-tree with symmetry (T, F, p) is now seen to satisfy the hypothèses of [GS,
Proposition 2.6] (in the case where A has Q-rank 1) or [GS, Proposition 6.4] (in the

case where A has Q-rank 2). Hence there exists a strongly convergent direct System

(TnF, pt) of v4-trees with symmetry such that ail the actions pt are géométrie, and

(T, F, p) is the limit of the System. Let t1 dénote the length function on F defined

by pt. By [GS, 1.28], the séquence (/&apos;) of fonctions on F converges strongly to £\
that is, for every gefwe hâve t\g) £{g) for ail sufficiently large i.

Now apply Theorem 1.3 to each /,. This gives, for each i, a séquence (/j) of
Z-length fonctions on F and a séquence («j) of positive integers, such that

for every g s F.
Let us now index the set of ail éléments of F by positive integers: F {gr : r ^ 1}.

For each positive integer k we choose an index ik so that for ail / ^ ik and for
r 1,..., k we hâve £l(gr) /(gr). Likewise, for each k we choose jk so that for ail

and for r 1,..., fc we hâve

We take the séquences (ik)k^Q and (jk)k^0 to be monotone increasing.
It follows at once that the séquence (£k) of Z-length fonctions defined by

£k t)kk satisfies

*-oo nk

for every g € F, where nk wj*.

If / is a small length function then it follows from [CM, Theorem 3.7] that the

action of F on T is small. The action p is then automatically small, since the

stabilizer of a segment [x, y] c T is also the stabilizer of the segment [x, y]UT in the

given tree. This implies that the actions pt are small; for by the définition of the

limit of a strongly convergent direct System, we hâve for each / a T-equivariant
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morphism of A -trees &lt;/&gt;, : 7, -? T. The définition of a morphism of trees implies that
the image of any segment in Tt contains some segment in T; hence the stabilizer in
F of any segment in T{ is contained in the stabilizer of a segment in T and is

therefore small.
Thus the t1 are small length functions in this case. Hence by Theorem 1.3 we

may take the length functions £) to be small. In particular the £k are then
small.

5.2. If ail small subgroups of F are ail finitely generated, then any small action of
F on an R-tree satisfies the ascending chain condition. Hence Theorem 5.1 has the

COROLLARY. Let F be a finitely presented group whose small subgroups are ail
finitely generated. Let £ be a small length function on F which takes values in a

subgroup A ofU whose Q-rank is at most 2. Then there exist a séquence (£k) ofsmall
géométrie Z-length functions of F and a séquence (nk) ofpositive integers, such that
lim* _ oo {tk(g)lnk) if(g) for every g e F.

5.3. Our final resuit is a variant of Theorem 5.1: the group is assumed only to
be finitely generated (rather than finitely presented), but the action must be

assumed to be free.

THEOREM. Let S be a length function defined by a free action of a finitely
generated group F on an M-tree. Suppose that t takes values in a subgroup A of
M whose Q-rank is at most 2. Then there exist a séquence (£k) of small geo-
metric Z-length functions on F and a séquence (nk) of positive integers, such that

lim*.^ (/k(g)/nk) /(g) for every geF.

Proof This is proved in the same way as Theorem 5.1, except that in the rank-1

case we use [GS, 2.2] in place of [GS, 2.6], and in the rank-2 case we use [GS, 6.3]
in place of [GS, 6.4].
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